
Field Assessment for Fish Passage Determination of Closed Bottomed Structures (CBS) 

Field Data Submission Form

FIA Project Number : 9025002 FPCI Investment Schedule SOTSA 119025Instructions:

Populate one spreadsheet per FIA culvert assessment project 

You may create multiple worksheets within a spreadsheet if the project is large and you want to organize your data by road or by watershed

Photo documentation - The mandatory digital photos that are taken of each site (minimum 5) need to be renamed with the unique Crossing ID # as a prefix.  

For example, if the crossing ID is McGregor 247-36 , then the first photo of that site will have a filename of 'McGregor_247-36_Outlet ', 

and the other photos will be named simliarily with their location included as a suffix to the crossing #

A separate folder (named with the Unique Crossing ID) with all of the relevant photos should be created for each crossing.

The final project submission to the Culvert Data Submission FTP site should include: the overarching project summary report; this spreadsheet and all of the photo folders.  

Location and Overview Information
Date of Crossing ID No. Crew Name UTM/GPS  Co-ordinates Stream Name

Inspection Grid Easting Northing

2009-07-07 AL-18 NP/ MT 11 344425 5701232 Unnamed trib to Tsikwustum Lake

2009-07-07 AL-19 NP/ MT 11 344926 5701447 Unnamed trib to trib to Tsikwustum Lake

2009-07-07 AL-20 NP/ MT 11 345004 5699898 Un named trib to Tsikwustum Lake, downstream crossing of AL-21

2009-07-07 AL-21 NP/ MT 11 345572 5699685 Un named trib to Tsikwustum Lake

2009-07-07 AL-22 NP/ MT 11 343535 5699184 Unnamed trib to Tsikwustum Lake

2009-07-07 AL-23 NP/ MT 11 342123 5698787 Unnamed trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-07 AL-24 NP/ MT 11 340603 5699020 Unnamed trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-07 AL-25 NP/ MT 11 339604 5699438 Tributary to Rock Creek

2009-07-07 AL-26 NP/ MT 11 339836 5699537 Unnamed trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-07 AL-27 NP/ MT 11 341914 5699273 Unnamed trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-08 AL-28 NP/ MT 11 340539 5700285 Unnamed trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-08 AL-32 NP/ MT 11 340967 5702087 unnamed trib to trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-08 AL-33 NP/ MT 11 341055 5702275 unnamed trib to trib to Rock Creek

2009-07-07 AL-34 NP/ MT 11 343076 5699155 Unnamed trib to Tsikwustum Lake

2009-07-07 AL-35 (site 4 Snowy River Resources)NP/ MT 11 340267 5699652 Trib to Tsikwustum Lake



Field Assessment for Fish Passage Determination of Closed Bottomed Structures (CBS) 

Populate one spreadsheet per FIA culvert assessment project 

You may create multiple worksheets within a spreadsheet if the project is large and you want to organize your data by road or by watershed

Photo documentation - The mandatory digital photos that are taken of each site (minimum 5) need to be renamed with the unique Crossing ID # as a prefix.  

For example, if the crossing ID is McGregor 247-36 , then the first photo of that site will have a filename of 'McGregor_247-36_Outlet ', 

and the other photos will be named simliarily with their location included as a suffix to the crossing #

A separate folder (named with the Unique Crossing ID) with all of the relevant photos should be created for each crossing.

The final project submission to the Culvert Data Submission FTP site should include: the overarching project summary report; this spreadsheet and all of the photo folders.  

Field Observations and Measurements
Road Name Road km mark Forest Service RoadMoFR District Crossing Type Culvert Dimensions 

RC PA EC EA Other Diameter

Rock Creek South8.8km Rock Creek SouthRock Creek SouthHeadwaters RC 1200

Spur off Rock creek south800m up spur at 24km of Rock creek North FSRSpur off Rock creek southHeadwaters RC 600

Rock Creek South7.0km from bridge, Rock Creek South FSRRock Creek SouthHeadwaters RC 1100

Spur off Rock creek south200m on spur rd off Rock Creek south FSRSpur off Rock creek southHeadwaters RC 600

Rock Creek South5km from bridge on Rock creek south FSRRock Creek SouthHeadwaters RC 1000

Rock Creek South3.5km from bridge on Rock Creek SouthRock Creek SouthHeadwaters RC 1000

Rock Creek South2km from bridge on Rock Creek South FSRRock Creek SouthHeadwaters RC 600

71-200 Rd 400m down Spur of Rock Creek road at 1.2km from the bridge71-200 Rd Headwaters RC 500

71-200 Rd Spur off Rock Creek (71-200rd) 700m on spur rd71-200 Rd Headwaters RC N/A

71-200 Rd 71-200 at 2.0km 71-200 Rd Headwaters RC N/A

Rock Creek North Rockcreek North FSR @ 17kmRock Creek NorthHeadwaters RC 1200

16-700 Rd 16-700 road at 1.2km16-700 Rd Headwaters RC 500

16-700 Rd 16-700 Road at 1.4km 16-700 Rd Headwaters RC 500

Rock Creek South Rock Creek South at 4.6km from the bridgeRock Creek South Headwaters RC 500

71-200 Rd 71-200 at 1.1km 71-200 Rd Headwaters RC 1200



0

RC 25

PA 50

EC 75

EA 100

Photo documentation - The mandatory digital photos that are taken of each site (minimum 5) need to be renamed with the unique Crossing ID # as a prefix.  Other

The final project submission to the Culvert Data Submission FTP site should include: the overarching project summary report; this spreadsheet and all of the photo folders.  

Field Observations and Measurements
Culvert Dimensions Embedded? If NO, to what % Resemble Channel? Backwatered? Depth of Fill 

Length Yes / No is it embeded? Yes / No Percentage (cm)

10 No 0 No 0 25

10 NO 0 NO 0 30

10 NO 0 NO 0 97

10 NO 0 NO 0 20

10 NO 0 NO 0 55

10.2 NO 0 NO 0 86

10 NO 0 NO 0 92

9 NO 0 NO 25 75

N/A NO 0 NO N/A N/A

N/A NO 0 NO N/A N/A

12 NO 0 NO 25 130

10 NO 0 NO 0 20

10 NO 0 NO 0 20

10 NO 0 NO 0 13

12 NO 0 NO 0 50



YES DF Low RM

NO SF Moderate OBC

FPC BR High SS

EM

BW

Outlet Drop Culvert Slope Inlet drop Outlet residual Downstream Channel Downstream 

(cm) (%) Yes / No Pool depth (cm) Width (nearest 0.1m) Stream Slope (%)

15 1.40 NO 25 1.93 2

22 1.20 NO 8 1.60 1

35 5.60 NO 16 2.57 11

36 3.50 YES 41 2.56 2

50 6.70 NO 15 1.95 4

35 5.49 NO 25 2.11 6

50 3.0 NO 43 1.88 7

0 3.78 NO 2 1.00 7

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

33 9.42 NO 18 3.58 10

9 3.40 NO 24 1.20 3

21 -0.50 NO 7 0.62 1

57 2.80 YES 28 0.71 8

36 4.33 NO 16 2.98 5



Valley Fill Beaver Activity Habitat Value Fish Sighted? Culvert Fix Length and/or

DF SF BR Yes / No Low / Mod./ High. Yes / No / FPC RM OBS SS EM BW  span? (m)

SF none M to H NO OBS

SF none L NO No Fix

SF none L to M NO OBS

SF none M NO OBS

SF none M NO OMS

SF none L to M NO SS

SF none M to H NO SS/OBS

SF none L NO No fix

N/A N/A No habitat N/A No Fix

N/A N/A No habitat N/A No fix

SF none H NO OBS

SF none M NO SS

SF none Very low no, barrier upstrem of crossingNo fix

SF none L NO No Fix

SF none M to H NO OBS



Comments

Bride or Arch may work as a replacement at this site. Habitat: marsh immediately upstream of channel (30m) from crossing.  Upstream substrate is cobble and gravel transitioning to boulder with moderate rearing value.  Pipe is squished, with a 40cm sink hole in the road surface (see picture).  Habitat downstream; boulder cobble, high rearing, moderate over wintering and low spawning.  Riparian vegetation includes willow, and some mature trees. 

No fix, low habitat value.  Habitat upstream of crossing: two road ditches with water flow into the inlet, cobble and gravel substrate at the inlet, fines dominated substrate, flows under log, <1m channel width, Low rearing habitat, no overwintering or spawning habitat.  Habitat downstream of crossing: braided channel, no overwintering, no spawning, low rearing, substrate is gravel with fines and the channel flows into a wetland. 

Bride or an Arch structure may work at this site.  Habitat upstream of the crossing was boulder/cobble substrate with cascade pool morphology, riparian vegetation was low shrubs.  Habitat downstream of the crossing: large woody debris present and clumped, cascade pool morphology, boulder cobble substrate, some pools present (40cm), log falls (picture), riparian vegetation consistis of a young forest, with a shrub layer. 

Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

Arch structure at this crossing is recommended.  The culvert is not angled properly, channel comes on to the road ditch, follows the ditch line (parallels the road) enters a pool and then flows into the inlet.  Habitat consisted of cobble with gravel substrate, no fines, confined, stable banks and good cover from over stream vegetation.  Riparian vegetation consists of willow and shrubs along the channel.  There is adequate access from main stem for overwintering. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

Not a fish steam, no channel upstream of downstream of the crossing.  Upstream habitat- water flowing subsurface to ditch then through the culvert.  Habitat downstream- pockets of water, no defined channel in clearcut, no defined channel downstream of the outlet, organic substrate. No fix recommended. 

Habitat downstream is steep gradient (suspected grater than 20%) with minimal flow at the outlet. Upstream habitat is ditch flow only, no channel.  Traversed the road, could not locate a channel entering the ditch. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is additional, adjacent to AL-22.  The habitat upstream of the crossing- flows along the ditch line for approximately 20m, dominate substrate is fines, no gravel less than 1m wide, low habitat value.  Downstream habitat- gravel with fines, pool at the outlet, channel becomes braided, root wad obstructions, low habitat value. 

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bride or Arch may work as a replacement at this site. Habitat: marsh immediately upstream of channel (30m) from crossing.  Upstream substrate is cobble and gravel transitioning to boulder with moderate rearing value.  Pipe is squished, with a 40cm sink hole in the road surface (see picture).  Habitat downstream; boulder cobble, high rearing, moderate over wintering and low spawning.  Riparian vegetation includes willow, and some mature trees. 

No fix, low habitat value.  Habitat upstream of crossing: two road ditches with water flow into the inlet, cobble and gravel substrate at the inlet, fines dominated substrate, flows under log, <1m channel width, Low rearing habitat, no overwintering or spawning habitat.  Habitat downstream of crossing: braided channel, no overwintering, no spawning, low rearing, substrate is gravel with fines and the channel flows into a wetland. 

Bride or an Arch structure may work at this site.  Habitat upstream of the crossing was boulder/cobble substrate with cascade pool morphology, riparian vegetation was low shrubs.  Habitat downstream of the crossing: large woody debris present and clumped, cascade pool morphology, boulder cobble substrate, some pools present (40cm), log falls (picture), riparian vegetation consistis of a young forest, with a shrub layer. 

Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

Arch structure at this crossing is recommended.  The culvert is not angled properly, channel comes on to the road ditch, follows the ditch line (parallels the road) enters a pool and then flows into the inlet.  Habitat consisted of cobble with gravel substrate, no fines, confined, stable banks and good cover from over stream vegetation.  Riparian vegetation consists of willow and shrubs along the channel.  There is adequate access from main stem for overwintering. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 
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Habitat downstream is steep gradient (suspected grater than 20%) with minimal flow at the outlet. Upstream habitat is ditch flow only, no channel.  Traversed the road, could not locate a channel entering the ditch. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is additional, adjacent to AL-22.  The habitat upstream of the crossing- flows along the ditch line for approximately 20m, dominate substrate is fines, no gravel less than 1m wide, low habitat value.  Downstream habitat- gravel with fines, pool at the outlet, channel becomes braided, root wad obstructions, low habitat value. 

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bride or Arch may work as a replacement at this site. Habitat: marsh immediately upstream of channel (30m) from crossing.  Upstream substrate is cobble and gravel transitioning to boulder with moderate rearing value.  Pipe is squished, with a 40cm sink hole in the road surface (see picture).  Habitat downstream; boulder cobble, high rearing, moderate over wintering and low spawning.  Riparian vegetation includes willow, and some mature trees. 

No fix, low habitat value.  Habitat upstream of crossing: two road ditches with water flow into the inlet, cobble and gravel substrate at the inlet, fines dominated substrate, flows under log, <1m channel width, Low rearing habitat, no overwintering or spawning habitat.  Habitat downstream of crossing: braided channel, no overwintering, no spawning, low rearing, substrate is gravel with fines and the channel flows into a wetland. 

Bride or an Arch structure may work at this site.  Habitat upstream of the crossing was boulder/cobble substrate with cascade pool morphology, riparian vegetation was low shrubs.  Habitat downstream of the crossing: large woody debris present and clumped, cascade pool morphology, boulder cobble substrate, some pools present (40cm), log falls (picture), riparian vegetation consistis of a young forest, with a shrub layer. 

Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

Arch structure at this crossing is recommended.  The culvert is not angled properly, channel comes on to the road ditch, follows the ditch line (parallels the road) enters a pool and then flows into the inlet.  Habitat consisted of cobble with gravel substrate, no fines, confined, stable banks and good cover from over stream vegetation.  Riparian vegetation consists of willow and shrubs along the channel.  There is adequate access from main stem for overwintering. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

Not a fish steam, no channel upstream of downstream of the crossing.  Upstream habitat- water flowing subsurface to ditch then through the culvert.  Habitat downstream- pockets of water, no defined channel in clearcut, no defined channel downstream of the outlet, organic substrate. No fix recommended. 

Habitat downstream is steep gradient (suspected grater than 20%) with minimal flow at the outlet. Upstream habitat is ditch flow only, no channel.  Traversed the road, could not locate a channel entering the ditch. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is additional, adjacent to AL-22.  The habitat upstream of the crossing- flows along the ditch line for approximately 20m, dominate substrate is fines, no gravel less than 1m wide, low habitat value.  Downstream habitat- gravel with fines, pool at the outlet, channel becomes braided, root wad obstructions, low habitat value. 

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bride or Arch may work as a replacement at this site. Habitat: marsh immediately upstream of channel (30m) from crossing.  Upstream substrate is cobble and gravel transitioning to boulder with moderate rearing value.  Pipe is squished, with a 40cm sink hole in the road surface (see picture).  Habitat downstream; boulder cobble, high rearing, moderate over wintering and low spawning.  Riparian vegetation includes willow, and some mature trees. 

No fix, low habitat value.  Habitat upstream of crossing: two road ditches with water flow into the inlet, cobble and gravel substrate at the inlet, fines dominated substrate, flows under log, <1m channel width, Low rearing habitat, no overwintering or spawning habitat.  Habitat downstream of crossing: braided channel, no overwintering, no spawning, low rearing, substrate is gravel with fines and the channel flows into a wetland. 

Bride or an Arch structure may work at this site.  Habitat upstream of the crossing was boulder/cobble substrate with cascade pool morphology, riparian vegetation was low shrubs.  Habitat downstream of the crossing: large woody debris present and clumped, cascade pool morphology, boulder cobble substrate, some pools present (40cm), log falls (picture), riparian vegetation consistis of a young forest, with a shrub layer. 

Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

Arch structure at this crossing is recommended.  The culvert is not angled properly, channel comes on to the road ditch, follows the ditch line (parallels the road) enters a pool and then flows into the inlet.  Habitat consisted of cobble with gravel substrate, no fines, confined, stable banks and good cover from over stream vegetation.  Riparian vegetation consists of willow and shrubs along the channel.  There is adequate access from main stem for overwintering. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is additional, adjacent to AL-22.  The habitat upstream of the crossing- flows along the ditch line for approximately 20m, dominate substrate is fines, no gravel less than 1m wide, low habitat value.  Downstream habitat- gravel with fines, pool at the outlet, channel becomes braided, root wad obstructions, low habitat value. 

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bride or Arch may work as a replacement at this site. Habitat: marsh immediately upstream of channel (30m) from crossing.  Upstream substrate is cobble and gravel transitioning to boulder with moderate rearing value.  Pipe is squished, with a 40cm sink hole in the road surface (see picture).  Habitat downstream; boulder cobble, high rearing, moderate over wintering and low spawning.  Riparian vegetation includes willow, and some mature trees. 

No fix, low habitat value.  Habitat upstream of crossing: two road ditches with water flow into the inlet, cobble and gravel substrate at the inlet, fines dominated substrate, flows under log, <1m channel width, Low rearing habitat, no overwintering or spawning habitat.  Habitat downstream of crossing: braided channel, no overwintering, no spawning, low rearing, substrate is gravel with fines and the channel flows into a wetland. 

Bride or an Arch structure may work at this site.  Habitat upstream of the crossing was boulder/cobble substrate with cascade pool morphology, riparian vegetation was low shrubs.  Habitat downstream of the crossing: large woody debris present and clumped, cascade pool morphology, boulder cobble substrate, some pools present (40cm), log falls (picture), riparian vegetation consistis of a young forest, with a shrub layer. 

Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

Arch structure at this crossing is recommended.  The culvert is not angled properly, channel comes on to the road ditch, follows the ditch line (parallels the road) enters a pool and then flows into the inlet.  Habitat consisted of cobble with gravel substrate, no fines, confined, stable banks and good cover from over stream vegetation.  Riparian vegetation consists of willow and shrubs along the channel.  There is adequate access from main stem for overwintering. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

A bridge or Arch structure may work here, due to the depth of fill.  The outlet is blocked with debris creating the backwatering.  The inlet is 50% blocked with two large boulders.  Upstream habitat is cascade pool morphology, with clumped large woody debris, cobble-boulder substrate, moderate gradient and mature Spruce and Balsm fir riparian vegetation. Downstream habitat has cascade pool morphology, boulder-gravel substrate, confined banks, pools >50cm formed by log jams.  Mature forest is the riparian vegetation. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



Bridge or Arch at this crossing if planning on using this road, or pull the culvert.  Crew hiked to crossing because the road surface was not suitable for vehicle traffic.  Upstream habitat: large pool at the inlet, with gravel and fines, cobble and fine substrate in the channel, boulder and undercut banks, rearing habitat value is high, no deep pools, side channel flowing into the pool at the inlet. At the road, all cobble and boulder, no fill on culvert, evidence of water flowing over the road (pictures). Habitat downstream: large pool, braided sections, cobble gravel substrate, riparian vegetation consists of shrubs in a cut block, no mature trees. 

Bridge or arch structure to replace this culvert.  The outlet has a flat rock, 10cm below the culvert then has a 40cm drop to the substrate below, therefore the total culvert drop is 50cm.  Habitat upstream; the channel flows into the culvert via the road ditch for approximately 7m (culvert is in the wrong place), pool has formed at the inlet with gravel substrate, cobble substrate in the channel, the culvert is 20cm above the substrate at the inlet.  Downstream habitat: cobble gravel substrate with large woody debris evenly distributed, riparian vegetation was pole saplings with some mature trees. Overwintering was moderate, rearing moderate and spawning low. 

Larger culvert with streambed simulation and backwatering for a possible fix.  Road drainage enters the channel at the inlet pool.  Habitat consists of cobble bounder substrate, no fines and stable banks upstream of the crossing.  There is an accumulation of small gravels at the inlet, with bank armouring of boulders and filter cloth at the inlet.  Riparian vegetation consisted of alder.  Downstream habitat consisted of cobble and gravel, nice gravels, and a log obstruction at low water only.  There is a water bar over the culvert. The crossing has evidence of an obstruction because the substrate upstream is cobbles and downstream is fines, evidence of movement of bedload material. 

No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

The culvert is undersized, the rust mark is almost at the top of the pipe on the outside of the inlet, there is a large pool at the inlet.  Upstream habitat is cobble with organics, pool substrate is all organics.  There is water in the ditch for 1.5m wide on both sides of the culvert inlet. Culvert inlet is above the substrate resulting in pooled water.  Downstream habitat has moderate overwintering (>20 and <50cm pools), no spawning, moderate rearing, large woody debris and over hanging vegetation (alder).  Channel has good riparian cover, substrate is gravel and organics and the channel is partially confined, pockets of pooling water possibly due to the recent rain.  

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  

This site is Site 4, from the Snowy River Resource Report titled: FPCI, George Creek, Bear Creek and two tributaries to Tsikwustum Creek. Logs were observed in the road surface adjacent to the culvert.  Upstream habitat consisted of cobble / gravel substrate with adeqate large woody debris, overhanging vegetation, no spawning habitat, moderate overwintering habitat and low to moderate rearing habitat.  Alluvium at the outlet exceeds the banks.  Habitat downstream has high rearing, low spawning and moderate overwintering habitat, the large woody debris is evenly distrubuted and the riparian vegetation is a mature stand. 



No fix is recommended because of the low habitat value. A bend in the culvert is resulting in the backwatering of the culvert, the bottom of the culvert is bent up.  There is a large pool at the inlet.  Habitat upstream: intermittent channel, the water flows into a hole and flows subsurface for 10m, water is heard gurgling under the surface.  Upstream of the subsurface flow water is flowing down an old skid trail.  The channel is not well defined and the substrate is dominated by fines.   Habitat downstream: outlet pool substrate is organics, channel is braided, less then 1m wide, and flows through cut block with lots of slash, and fine woody debris in the channel.  No overwintering, spawning habitat with limited rearing potential.  No access upstream of the cmp. 

The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  



The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  



The outlet of the culvert may be bent causing the slope reading of the culvert to be incorrect. The channel is flowing over road with old log stringers, because the culvert is in the wrong position.  The channel flows down the ditch line and then through the culvert.  A frog was observed at the culvert outlet pool.  The pipe needs to be placed in the correct location to prevent water from flowing over the road.  There is a rock falls directly upstream of the culvert, within the road right of way.  Upstream of the rock falls the channel is sporadically defined with organic substrate and subsurface flow under roots.  The outlet pool has gravels and fines as the dominate substrate, the channel downstream of the outlet pool is not defined and disperses into organics with grasses and overland flow into a meadow/wetland.  Riparian vegetation is a young forest.  There is substrate deposited throughout the culvert, however the culvert is not adequately embedded (less than 20% or 30cm for 25% of the culvert length).  


